Human Awareness Institute

WORKSHOP SCHOLARSHIP FUND
INFORMATION FOR APPLICANTS
The Scholarship Fund for the Love, Intimacy and Sexuality workshops, was set up by people who
have been to the workshops and who wanted to financially assist other people to experience the
Human Awareness Institute workshops. The fund is administered by volunteers who are involved in
raising funds and granting scholarships. The Scholarship Team is a volunteer group that is
independent of the workshop producers and facilitators.
Priority
In considering applications, priority is given to applicants attending a “Love is a Miracle”
(Level 1) workshop for the first time.
Amount available
For 2011 the total price of a Level 1 is $675. The Early Bird Price is $620. The maximum
scholarship available to an applicant for Level 1 is $300, and $250 for Level 2. However, the
Scholarship Fund may not be able to provide the full scholarship to every applicant (depending on
funds available). The maximum scholarship of $300 is not available for the other levels of the
workshops, scholarships being allocated on a sliding scale depending on the availability of funds.
An additional travel allowance of up to $100 may be available to interstate (or long distance within
NSW) participants.
Repeat Applications
If your scholarship application is not granted this time, you are welcome to reapply for any
subsequent workshops, and we encourage you to do so. This would apply particularly if your
circumstances change or there were insufficient funds available when you applied initially. Funds
available fluctuate according to donations received and fundraising activities.
Preference is given to applicants who have not previously received a scholarship, but please do
apply again if you are in need of financial assistance.
Confidentiality
Your application will be held in strict confidence, and reviewed only by the Scholarship Team. In
turn we request that our response to you also be treated as confidential.

Please return your form to the HAI Scholarship Team
We prefer email: scholarship_au@hai.org
If you do not have access to a computer to email it, please contact the SPACE office to
arrange for them to send it electronically.

